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Culture
Amman to celebrate status as ‘capital of Islamic culture’
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

A

combination of modernity and rich Islamic
heritage has earned
Amman the title of the
capital of Islamic culture
for 2017, succeeding Kuwait, the
Islamic Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation (ISESCO) announced.
“It is a modern city that is full of
knowledge and science and at the
same time it has a unique cultural
and historical significance. The
selection criteria require that the
capital be of rich cultural and historic heritage, enjoying the ability
to provide distinguished contributions to the Islamic culture and humanity in general,” ISESCO Director
General Abdulaziz Twaijri stated.
“The capital of Jordan has this
unique harmony between people
from various backgrounds and beliefs. It is another point of significance with regard to the cultural
status of the city.”

Amman has a host of
cultural sites and
boasts Islamic
intellectuals and
scientists who have
contributed widely
to the Islamic
civilisation.
ISESCO and the Jordanian Ministry of Culture will implement
a year-long cultural programme
aimed at reinforcing pan-Islamic
cultural action. Activities including
art exhibitions, theatrical and art
performances are expected.
Jordanian Minister of Culture
Nabih Shuqum applauded the selection, which, he said, was in ap-

preciation of the kingdom’s contributions to the region and its
universal call for peace and dialogue.
“The wrongdoings of some
groups in the name of Islam have
burdened Muslims and shifted
their responsibilities from spreading the peaceful message of Islam
to defending the religion in the face
of accusations. Islam is a religion of
mercy and ethics,” Shuqum said.

A combination of
modernity and
Islamic heritage were
key to Amman’s
selection.
He recalled that, since its founding, the Hashemite kingdom has
played “a major Islamic role” including the restoration of Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa Mosque and the
Dome of the Rock, which started in
the 1920s.
Amman has a host of cultural
sites and boasts Islamic intellectuals and scientists who have contributed widely to Islamic civilisation;
two key requirements for the selection, said Majdi Tal, a journalist
who specialises in cultural issues.
“It has many Islamic landmarks
such as Ashab al-Kahf — the Cave
of the Seven Sleepers — which is a
popular attraction and was mentioned in the Holy Quran in a verse
named al-Kahf (the Cave). It is outside the village of Al-Raqim, 10km
east of Amman,” Tal said.
“There is also the tomb of the
venerable companion Abd al-Rahman ibn Awf al-Zuhri, one of the
Blessed Ten, to whom Prophet Mohammad promised paradise, in a
suburb in Amman and the tombs
of the martyrs of Mutah Battle (between the Prophet’s followers and
the Byzantine Empire), in addition
to many more,” Tal added.
He said the peaceful inter-cultur-

Unique harmony. A view of the King Hussein Bin Talal Mosque in Jordan.
al features of Amman played in its
favour.
“Amman is honoured to be selected as the capital of Islamic culture
for 2017 because it is well known
for its harmonious living between
Muslims and Christians and this is
an example that many countries
should follow. The king has always
been a supporter of peaceful living among nations and this is what
makes this country great,” Tal said.
More than 92% of Jordanians are
Sunni Muslims and approximately
6% are Christians.
What does such a designation
mean to the citizens of Amman?
“Of course, it makes us proud

that our city has been recognised
but, for us, Amman deserves much
more because it is a good city that
has been through a lot of crises lately, especially the influx of refugees
(from Iraq and Syria) and had to
adapt itself to hosting such a huge
number of people running away
from their countries,” said Bashar
Arkan, a 27-year-old employee.
“Amman has been hosting people from different backgrounds and
they all live in harmony.”
The city has some important Islamic attractions, including the citadel, a historic site at the centre of
Amman that hosts various cultural
activities in addition to the Jordan
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Archaeological Museum; the Grand
Husseini Mosque built by the late
King Abdullah in 1924; and King
Abdullah Mosque built in the 1980s
and famous for its beautiful blue
mosaic dome.
An exhibition that showcases
photos from around the Islamic
world opened to the public after
the announcement of Amman’s selection.
ISESCO selects an Islamic cultural
capital in three regions of the world
each year. For 2017, in addition to
Amman representing the Arab region, Mashhad, Iran, was selected
for Asia and Kampala, Uganda, for
Africa.

Putting on stage the
‘Occupational Hazards’
of administering Iraq
Karen Dabrowska

London

T

he Arab saying that
“sometimes things are so
bad you have to laugh”
sums up the situation of
a young, idealistic British
adventurer put in charge of southern Iraq’s Maysan province in 2003
by the Coalition Provisional Authority.
The man was then-30-year-old
Rory Stewart, who once spent 20
months walking 9,700km across
Iran and Afghanistan, as well as
through Nepal, India and Pakistan,
from 2000-02. He wrote about his
2003-04 tenure as governorate coordinator in the award-winning memoir “Occupational Hazards: My Time
Governing in Iraq,” which his friend
of 30 years, Stephen Brown, turned
into a 110-minute play with ten characters.

The play exposes
political
confrontations, blood
feuds and deeply held
feelings in Iraq.
Unlike previous Western plays on
Iraq, which have been about being
a soldier in the country, Stewart’s
story goes into the nitty-gritty of the
political confrontations in Iraq after
the 2003 US-led invasion, exposing
blood feuds and deeply held feelings. It is very comic and absurd and

there is a lot of misunderstanding
in it.
The play charts Stewart’s attempts
to organise local elections, introduce democracy and create a local
council to reconcile the followers of
Karim Mahood, a tribal sheikh, and
Seyyed Hassan, a radical Islamic
cleric. Steward arrives in Maysan
and is introduced to the province
with a PowerPoint presentation,
which bombards him with a torrent
of information that both he and the
audience find difficult to digest.
All the scenes take place in Amarah, a mostly modern city of about
300,000 people and are played
against the backdrop of oppressive
sliding concrete walls and frazzling
fluorescent tubes that reflect the
grim realities of the occupation and
local politics.
The characters are stereotypes
rather than individuals.
Stewart is an archetype of a young
foreign governor: Innocent and wellintentioned, doing an impossible
job in difficult circumstances. Karim
is very much the picture-book tribal
sheikh, dressed in a Bedouin robe
with gold trim and neat headdress.
Rana symbolises the educated, selfpossessed Iraqi woman determined
to serve her country. Abu Rashid
is a policeman, sometimes jovial,
sometimes serious as the situation
demands. Seyyed Hassan, in a woollen cloak and black turban, is the
shrewd, manipulative Islamic cleric
who makes excellent use of his religious credentials to further his political ambitions.
Throughout his time as governorate coordinator, Stewart never for-

Documentary drama. Scene from “Occupational Hazards” in which Rory Stewart tries to reason
with Karim.
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gets what his father told him: “Stop
making decisions and you’re dead.”
He is never indecisive and acts with
confidence and determination.
However, the British values of teaand-marmalade diplomacy cannot
resolve deep-seated local conflicts
and hatred and do little to reconcile
foes Karim and Seyyed Hassan, who
are both determined to emerge as
top dog from the elections.
In the end, Stewart states with a
tone of resignation: “It’s democracy.
Everyone is equally unhappy. It’s
the defining feature of the system.”
The play can best be described
as documentary drama and clearly
illustrates that politics in Iraq is a
form of theatre. The audience is involved. Stewart shakes hands with
those seated in the front row and
welcomes them as if they were prospective members of the governing
council he is trying to set up.
At first, Stewart takes two steps
forward and one step back in his democracy-building mission. Then the

backward steps increase and arriving at a representative council is like
working out a seating plan at a wedding attended by enemies. At the
end of the play, the council-building
is destroyed by radical Islamists,
who have recently killed six British
policemen. Stewart rants and raves
as it becomes clear he is not able to
assert his authority.
“Don’t you dare turn your back
on me!” he says to Seyyed Hassan.
“I am the senior man here and you
will listen to me! You gave me your
word as a Muslim.” The plea falls on
deaf ears.
The play ends in April 2017 with
Stewart standing among the 400
trees he planted in Scotland when
he returned home, reflecting on
his term as governorate coordinator: “I’m 44 years old. Middle-aged.
What do we know? What can we do?
What do we have the right to do? We
arrive, thinking we are superheroes.
We leave…”
“Occupational Hazards” recreates

actual events on stage and forces
members of the audience to answer
questions for themselves, such as
whether the occupation and its democracy-building attempts did Iraq
any good, what moral authority the
West has to engage in nation-building and whether the fiasco in Iraq
means there should be no future
Western intervention in the Middle
East.
An Iraqi expatriate living in London was adamant he would never
see the play. “A lover who tragically loses his heartthrob killed by
a drunken driver could not be interested in watching a dramatisation
of his loss or enjoy it,” said the man,
who asked not to be named.
“Occupational Hazards” is to run
through June 3 at the Hampstead
Theatre in West London.
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to the
Culture and Society section of The
Arab Weekly.

